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Analysis Summary
Name: Trojan:Win32/Sirefef.P
MD5: c71d6136d7549559ebddf65a48dd6a06
Size: 156672 bytes
Source: CleanMX
File Type: PE32 executable for MS Windows (GUI) Intel 80386 32-bit
Sample Collected: 2012-05-28 11:18:20

Introduction
We have been investigating the appearance of a new variation of the ZeroAccess/Sirefef
bot. In February, we published a detailed analysis of the network behavior of this bot and
the encrypted p2p protocol that it uses to communicate with its peers. The main purpose of
this botnet is to distribute malware responsible for ad-click fraud.
The traffic generated by the ad-click fraud is 0.1MBits/second when averaged out. For the
infected consumer, this adds up to 32GBytes per month which it is the equivalent of
downloading 45 full length movies. For the service provider, the impact on their network
depends on the number of infected subscribers. The observed infection rate in mid-June
was about 0.8%. This means that at any instant this bot alone is consuming 800MBits/sec
of bandwidth for every 1M users on the network.
The underlying structure and function of the bot remain the same, but the command and
control (C&C) protocol has switched to a combination of TCP and UDP. It also attempts to
use UDP broadcasts addresses as part of its rallying strategy. We did not see any
successful responses from this. The botnet continues to be very prolific with this new
variety infecting about 0.8% of the home networks protected by Kindsight. Over a one week
period on one network, we observed 2856 infected computers actively communicating with
over one million Internet peers.
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Detailed Analysis
How the New C&C Protocol Works
The bot still uses a peer-to-peer strategy for communication, but now uses a combination of
UDP and TCP protocols. A file called “@” contains a list of the current peer IP addresses.
As with the previous version, it contains 256 IP addresses. Every second, the infected
process sends a UDP packet to one of these peers. The sample we observed in the lab
used port 16464, but we have also seen ports 16465, 16470 and 16471 used in the wild.
The packet contains 16 bytes of data and is “obfuscated” using a simple XOR scheme
rather than the RC4 encryption that was used previously.
CRC

Command

0

32 bit value

The CRC field is a check sum that is verified by the receiver. The “Command” field is set to
“getL” as with the older version of the protocol. The malware command parser also looks
for “retL” and “netL” as commands. The “32-bit-value” appears to identify the bot instance
sending the request. The XOR scheme used to obfuscate the data involves initializing a
register with the text “ftp2” and then looping through the data 4 bytes at a time XORing it
with the value in the register. The register is then rotated one bit to the left on each pass
through the loop. This is not exactly leading-edge cryptography.
The peer responds with the following packet that contains updates to the list of peers and a
list of the additional malware files the peer has installed. This data is also obfuscated using
the same XOR encoding scheme.
CRC
N1
IP(1)
…

Command

Length

32 bit value

T(1)
…

IP(n1)
T(n1)
N2
Name1
Date1
32 word signature
Name2
Date2
32 word signature
Name3
Date3
32 word signature

Size1
Size2
Size3

The “Command” in the header is always “retL”.
N1 is the number of IP addresses returned. Rather than send them all at once, most peers
responded with only 16. These are used to update the “@” file and maintain a current list of
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active peers. An additional 32 bit is provided with each IP address (T(n)). In the previous
version this was the time in seconds since the IP entry was updated, however in this case
they were set to zero in the traffic we decoded.
The IP address list contained a number of broadcast addresses. Technically UDP supports
IP broadcasts and a bot deployed on an addresses subnet could respond to the broadcast
UDP packet. However, in reality this is extremely unlikely and we saw no responses to
these broadcasts.
N2 contains the number of files the peer has available. In observed exchanges, this ranged
from 1 to 3. The file name is stored as a 32 bit binary value and used as an 8 character hex
string. File names observed included “800000cb”, “00000001” and “80000000”. These are
similar to the names used in the previous version of the malware. These files contain the
additional malware that is used for ad-click fraud and other purposes. The name is followed
by what appears to be the creation date of the file and its size in bytes. Then there are 32
words of binary data that seems to be associated with the file. This may be some sort of
signature that can be used to verify the correct file is uploaded.
The infected host checks the file name and creation date against what it already has. If it
does not have an up-to-date copy of the file, it initiates a TCP session to the peer on the
same port number as the UDP exchange and downloads the file. The file is then dropped
into the U directory on the infected machine.

An Updated Infection Process
The infection process and the mechanism for remaining persistent between boots of the
infected computers have changed somewhat from the previous version. As before, the
malware relies on social engineering, drive by downloads and exploit kits for distribution.
When the malware is executed, it sets itself up in two directories using a device specific
CLSID as the directory name. For example:
C:\Windows\Installer\{3b305aca‐c5cf‐3765‐112a‐8d912facb2d9}
C:\Users\UserName\AppData\Local\{3b305aca‐c5cf‐3765‐112a‐8d912facb2d9}
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It drops a copy of two files into these directories.
n
@

‐ the malware executable
‐ the list of peer IP addresses

Subdirectories U and L are also created. U will contain additional downloaded malware. It is
not clear what L is for.
The malware ensures it is reloaded on boot by modifying the CLSID entries in the registry
for wbemess.dll and shell32.dll to load the malware instead of the normal DLLs.

The malware in the \Installer directory is associated with the wbemess.ddl registry entry. It
attaches itself to an svchosts process and is active in the p2p communication. We can see
that process listening on the UPD and TCP ports, updating the “@” file and downloading
additional malware. The malware in the \AppData directory is associated with shell32.dll
registry entry and attaches itself to the explorer process (as did the original version of
ZeroAccess), but remains inactive. It does not participate in the p2p protocol, does not
listen on any ports and does not download any additional files. If the original process is
killed or disabled this process becomes active and takes over operation of the bot.

Network Behavior During Infection Process
There is also some interesting network traffic during the infection process. The malware
contacts /geo/txt/city.php at promos.fling.com to find out its location. It used 8.8.8.8 to
resolve the host name. It then makes a number of connections to /count.php at
livecounter.co, passing in a unique id. Interestingly, this same id used is also passed to the
server where the malware picks up its ad-click instructions. There are also some malformed
DNS lookup requests sent to 66.85.130.234. The 20 bytes of data looks encrypted, but
elicited no response from the server. The malware sample tested also attempted to
download and install an update to the Adobe Flash player, presumably in an attempt to
gain escalated privileges. Once the infection is complete the traffic is mostly due to the adclick malware and the UDP C&C.

Making Money through Ad-click Fraud
The malware wakes up periodically and browses web sites in what presumably is an
attempt to make money through an ad-click scheme. The details of this activity are also a
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bit different from the original malware that was analyzed in February. The process is
initiated by a connection to a predefined server to pick up instructions on where to browse.
There was no DNS lookup for this site, so the IP address is hardcoded in the malware
itself.

The number provided in the “w” parameter is the same as was used in the “id” parameter
when contacting to livecounter.co, so the two must be related. The 5K of data returned is
certainly obfuscated. The binary values are mostly in the range 0x00-0x5F, with a few
exceptions.
The malware then makes a connection to another computer on TCP port 12758 and sends
it a copy of the data retrieved from the exchange above. This second system responds with
additional data (50K), similarly encoded. This appears to be the instructions (URLs
probably) for the ad-click scheme. The infected computer then proceeds to visit hundreds
of web sites during the next minute clicking on links. It then stops abruptly, waits for 5
minutes and then repeats the process from the start.
The browsing only consumes about 0.1 MBits/second when averaged over a long period.
However for an individual user this adds up to 32GigBytes per month, which can have a
significant impact for users with a bandwidth cap. To put it in perspective, it is the
equivalent of downloading 45 full length movies. For the service provider, the impact on
their network depends on the infection rate. The observed infection rate in mid June was
about 0.8%. This means that at any instant this bot alone is consuming 800Mbits/sec of
bandwidth for every 1M users in the network.
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